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INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the greatest spiritual battles facing the Western Christian is the fight to stop being a 

backslider in heart.  In other parts of the world like Northern Iraq where ISIS is beheading 

children, the great struggle is for faithfulness and patience in the face of aggressive 

persecution.  In the West we have the opposite problem; we struggle against ease, 

pleasure, comfort, excess and the other conveniences of modern life.  And so we must 

conclude that one of our greatest dangers is the innocuous unseen danger, not of cancer, 

but backsliding.  As Christmas approaches and we are inundated with the opportunity to 

indulge I feel it important to raise a cry of alarm.  The bible gives us warnings about the 

corrupting effect of good times and easy times.   

When Israel was confronted by Moses in Deuteronomy 32, he speaks about God’s blessings 

causing fatness and forgetfulness, 13-16, ‘He made him ride on the high places of the land, 

and he ate the produce of the field, and he suckled him with honey out of the rock, and oil 

out of the flinty rock.  Curds from the herd, and milk from the flock, with fat of lambs, rams 

of Bashan and goats, with the very finest of the wheat—and you drank foaming wine made 

from the blood of the grape.  "But Jeshurun grew fat, and kicked; you grew fat, stout, and 

sleek; then he forsook God who made him and scoffed at the Rock of his salvation.  They 

stirred him to jealousy with strange gods; with abominations they provoked him to anger.’  

Hosea 13:6 says the same thing, ‘but when they had grazed, they became full, they were 

filled, and their heart was lifted up; therefore they forgot me.’  Soft pleasures harden the 

heart.   

 

Like sharks underneath the surface of the ocean unseen by the swimmer, or landmines 

unseen to the walker, backsliding is a sin that happens below the surface and goes 

undetected.  Like a blood sucking bat that licks a horse’s hide repeatedly until the area goes 

numb before biting it, backsliding is often a painless unfelt reality.  This causes great 

damage not only to ourselves but more importantly to God’s glory and the cause of Christ.  

Saltless churches and Christians are worthless, lukewarm churches and Christians are 

offensive to God.  As we evaluate ourselves for backsliding today we want to look at 

Proverbs 14:14 as our text, ‘The backslider in heart will be filled with the fruit of his ways, 

and a good man will be filled with the fruit of his ways.’  This is a very important verse 

which helps us analyse the nature of backsliding, I encourage you to commit it to memory.  

Today we want to see that backsliding begins and flows from the heart; what some of the 

consequences are and how to prevent it from happening. 

 



First though let’s deal with definitions.  When I say the word backslider what do you think 

of?  Is the backslider someone who is a Christian or not?  Some think that a backslider is 

someone who once was a Christian but is no longer.  Others see backsliders as disobedient 

Christians.  I fall into the second category and will be using the word to describe Christians 

who are not loving God with all they are worth, not keeping short accounts with God over 

their sins, who are dulled on account of sin and may be unaware of their poor spiritual 

condition.   Like the middle aged man who goes to the doctor to discover he has a heart 

condition which explains the tiredness, the shortness of breath and chest pains I am hoping 

today will cause many to awaken to their spiritual comatose condition and reconsecrate 

themselves and apply themselves to the grace God provides with which we are to grow by. 

 

So to begin with we are differentiating between an apostate and a backslider.  An apostate 

is someone who confesses to be a Christian, who looks outwardly to be saved, but then on 

account of some sin they drift from the faith never to return.  This is what Christ is 

describing in the parable of the sower with the seed that falls in stony ground which springs 

up quickly but departs on account of persecution; and the seed amongst the thorns that 

gets choked out.  Jesus explains that it was only the last that bore fruit that had a good 

heart, a born again heart that persevered.  There are many accounts of those who followed 

and then stopped altogether.  We are not talking about those who were never born again 

which is proven by their lack of perseverance, no we are talking about those who have 

experienced a true work of grace, who are born again but who have to fight against the 

flesh.  Those who forget how sin can take us silently and without pain and how constant 

vigilance is to be our daily disposition.  Apostasy and backsliding can be into the same sin 

but like wood or cork falling into water, the backslider will float not sink.  Apostates end up 

having no conscience towards sin and accuse God, but those who are born again and 

backsliding will have no peace and accuse and hate themselves.  Peter and Judas both 

denied the Lord, but Peter was truly saved, Judas never was.   

 

Source 

 

Proverbs 14:14 tells us that backsliding is something that begins in the heart.  Andrew 

Fuller, a great friend of William Carey said, ‘All backsliding from God originates in a 

departure of heart from Him.’  The verse is describing those whose hearts are so gripped by 

sin that the evidence has begun to show in all of the backslider’s ways.  But a seed can also 

grow underground before it breaks the surface to reveal itself.  This relationship between 

heart and life is important for us to establish if we are to understand ourselves and our 

actions.  You see we want to identify and target backsliding before it becomes full grown, 

before it breaks the surface.  We want to limit the damage it can do to our inner life before 

it breaks out and causes harm to others, our property and most importantly God’s honour.  

Likewise because all sin begins in the unseen area of our hearts, we have to be aware of 

this to spot the whitewashed tombs that we are at times.  

 

Since all actions flow from our hearts, and backsliding begins with a cold heart towards God 

we must realise that the outside can look away while the inside is rotting away.  You don’t 

have to be caught in a heinous sin in order to be backslidden.  Let me suggest to you that 



most Christians meander in and out of this heart condition.  Perhaps even today you are 

drifting along in this state, not recognising where you are at.  Let me list some of the typical 

symptoms and you diagnose whether you have this heart condition.  I am borrowing this list 

from Andrew Fuller. 

 

Firstly, you attend to your religious duties with no heart for them.  Church is a burden, 

worship is a drag, prayer is a toil, the bible is unrewarding and fellowship leaves you cold.  

You are more excited about watching your favourite program, that hobby or project you are 

doing at home, catching up on your Facebook and shopping a sale.  Please notice that this 

person is at church, not keeping themselves away which is a lower rung in this process and 

more precarious.   

Secondly, you will know you are backslidden when you excuse your sins when they are 

pointed out by others.  This is hardened heart that is not receiving instruction and rebuke 

and is silencing the conscience with rationalisms.   

Thirdly, you are backslidden when you say you will repent, and you denounce a sin in words 

but your actions show that you have returned to your sins.   

Fourthly, you are backslidden when conviction of sin results in a temporary conviction but it 

does not last.  As soon as the crisis is averted, as soon as you are out of dire straits and no 

longer desperate and then your desire for repentance goes, this is a backslidden condition. 

Fifthly, if you quit sin for selfish and not godly reasons. 

Sixthly, if you stop actions outwardly but do not stop thinking about your sins in your mind 

but constantly entertain them. 

Seventhly, when you toy with temptation.  That thing that you are weak against is in front 

of you and you do not run, you do not reach to kill it, you linger, entertain, and look into it 

telling yourself you won’t do it.  No fear of sin that sends you from it, no horror at what God 

must think of it.   

 

These are all symptoms of a bad spiritual condition and the need for a renewal of our first 

love.  The backslidden heart varies from spiritual autopilot to more flagrant sin, from 

respectable and religious to a reckless indulgence.  Are we humpty-dumpty Christians?  It 

just takes one fall to crack the thin veneer to expose what’s really going on inside.  It is 

possible to have positive signs as far as the world is concerned, to appear successful to the 

world and be in a poor spiritual condition, psalm 49:18, ‘-and though you get praise when 

you do well for yourself-.’     

 

Results 

 

Our proverb not only draws attention to the place the heart plays but how a backslidden 

heart does not remain an internal problem but the fallout cannot be contained and one’s life 

is seen to be full of the results.  The proverb speaks about the inevitability of the 

consequences, we see this in the words ‘will be filled.’  The proverb speaks about the many 

consequences and the pervasive way sin will conquer a person which is implied in the word 

‘filled’.  The proverb speaks about the danger of entertaining sin in one’s heart.  The tragedy 

is that something that started as a small thing, an invisible sin to all but the sinner and God 



grew to overflow and take over the life of the backslider.  What are some of these 

consequences? 

 

Firstly, James reminds us that a double minded man is unstable in all his ways, James 1:8, 

‘he is a double-minded man, unstable in all his ways.’  James is speaking about a man who 

is going through trial and needs the wisdom of God to be strong, to stand up to temptation 

and stay the path for God, but he is not sure he really wants it, to pay the cost and give up 

the pleasures.  If we are divided at our centres then everything we do will be impacted.  If 

we are negligent in spiritual things it will tell in the rest of our lives.  Our thinking will be 

affected, our relationships, our jobs, our health, our chores, will all be impacted by the 

placing of self at the centre.  When self steals into the centre and God is not prioritized self 

steals into our relationships and selfishness not sacrifice results, self steals into jobs and we 

no longer work for the glory of God in all that we do, self does things that may ruin our 

health for fun and compromise our safety, self is its own worst enemy.  It is safer to be in 

the hands of God than self, to be serving God than self.  Backsliding is spiritual sloth, the 

bible speaks about the sluggard and the impact it has on his life, apply this text to the 

spiritual life of one who becomes sluggardly in spiritual things, Proverbs 24:30-32, ‘I passed 

by the field of a sluggard, by the vineyard of a man lacking sense, and behold, it was all 

overgrown with thorns; the ground was covered with nettles, and its stone wall was broken 

down.  Then I saw and considered it; I looked and received instruction.’  Do you feel that 

you have a life full of thorns that are constantly afflicting you?  Are you feeling the results of 

sins that you have let come in because of a backslidden attitude to sin and holiness.  The 

longer we remain in this state, the longer we allow the weeds to grow, the deeper their 

roots grow, the more they multiply, and the harder we have to work at pulling them out.   

 

This backslidden position, even though it may appear to be religious by going to church, 

reading the bible and praying; there will be no joy in these things.  The joy of your salvation 

which is your fuel for service and ballast for suffering will be gone making obedience a chore 

and suffering unbearable.  The spiritual things you had in common with the people of God 

will be hidden and all of a sudden you will have nothing in common with the people at 

church and not seek out their fellowship and company.  An indicator to me of a backslidden 

hear tis someone who is critical of the church.  An indicator that someone is living on fresh 

daily grace is someone who does not look at the other people in church for their sin but as 

fellow partakers of a glorious grace, having in common with them the most important thing 

in life.  Take that away and the usual things that we need to make friends, things in 

common, similar interests and life situations, personality types that we gel with and other 

secondary things become the defining factor.   

 

The backslidden person becomes useless to the work of God.  The backslidden person is 

more interested in discussing the latest trending news or scandal than the gospel with the 

lost when our love for Christ is ebbing.  Praying for others is passionless and dries up.  

Generosity to those in need has no joy and spontaneity and disappears.  Selflessness in 

response to God’s amazing grace is overshadowed and replaced with a constant indulgence 

of selfish desires that come to stronger dominance.  Our light dims and our saltiness fades, 

we become insipid, irrelevant and ineffectual.   



Inevitably backsliding results in outward sin and in this the name of Christ is blasphemed.  

Christians who slowly turn from God and are taken over by sin will commit big sins that the 

world will see and Christ is shamed by it all.  It appears as if He condones our actions if 

Christians behave in that way and brings His holiness into question.  It makes Him appear 

insufficient because Christians are not satisfied with Christ but need to continue to return to 

the pig pen.  It appears as if He has not power to change a life because we return to our 

habits of slavery.  He is not shown as majestic and to be feared because we break His law 

indifferently.   

 

Therefore the backslider, as Ebenezer Erskine says, puts ‘a whip in the hand of God to 

chastise you.’  God is not indifferent to our sins and is faithful as a Father to discipline and 

refine us, and so the backslider should expect the chastening hand of God.  His care for us 

and the fact that He does not suffer His name to be tarnished ensure discipline for the 

backslider.  And if the backslider refuses to repent all the difficulty that God may inflict for 

sin will be chafed against and nothing but complaining and criticism will result until they 

repent of what they have done and acknowledge their sin.   

 

Let me issue a warning at this point.  If someone claims to be a Christian and continues to 

backslide and does not repent, it is possible that you are not a Christian.  Let me remove all 

false security and warn you as the scripture does, our God is a consuming fire and without 

holiness no one will see the Lord.  If you claim to have faith but it does not result in 

repentance and good works you are not a believer.  Let me put it more strongly, you are a 

liar, listen to what John says about this sort of person, 1 John 2:3-6, ‘And by this we know 

that we have come to know him, if we keep his commandments. 4 Whoever says "I know 

him" but does not keep his commandments is a liar, and the truth is not in him, 5 but 

whoever keeps his word, in him truly the love of God is perfected. By this we may know that 

we are in him: 6 whoever says he abides in him ought to walk in the same way in which he 

walked.’  A backslide can range from a single step into sin, even a big sin like Peter did 

when He denied Christ, to a prolonged state of not repenting like David did for a year after 

he had slept with Bathsheba.  However, both peter and David were tortured by their sin and 

in deep distress, they finally repented and made no excuses for their sins.  To live in sin, to 

justify it with excuses, to accuse God for what you are doing is the mark of never having 

been born again, and let me tell you if you die you will go to hell, false faith does not save.   

 

These are the consequences of backsliding.  Our text indicates that there will be a 

sumptuous feast for the backslider as he eats the bounty that he has earned for himself, he 

will have these things in their fullness.  When sin steals in and is allowed to abide it takes 

over the whole house.  The backslider will have more than a three course meal to eat if this 

state is persisted in.  Ironically, the filled feeling will only leave them empty, it is those who 

hunger and thirst for righteousness who will be truly filled and satisfied.  Our text contrasts 

the backslider with a good man, and the good man will be filled with the bounty of God’s 

spiritual blessings not the emptiness of sin.   

 

Prevention 

 



We come now to speak about how we prevent this backsliding from taking place, the 

backsliding in all of its degrees from a small inner coldness to full blown outward sinning.  

The cure for backsliding is a double treatment of positive and negative, offense and 

defence.  There are things that we are going to have to not do, and things that we have to 

do. 

 

Firstly, let’s look at the defence against backsliding.  Since the heart is the spring of all life 

we must guard our hearts, Prov. 4:23, ‘Keep your heart with all vigilance, for from it flow 

the springs of life.’  If we pollute our lives at the source we cannot expect a pure stream.  

Your heart is a garden and everything you watch, listen to, and think are handfuls of seeds 

scattered into the garden.  There are things that you have to keep out of your minds, you 

will all know where you are weak, and these things you should avoid as much as possible.  

You have to guard the eye gate and the ear gate to keep the inner sanctuary of your heart 

clean.  

Secondly and more positively you need to swallow up any love of sin in your love for God, 

you need to be more taken with God’s eternal glory than the false advertising of sin, more 

focused on God’s eternal pleasures than the fleeing pleasures of sin.  As when we love our 

wives, not committing adultery does not make up all of our love for our wives, we must 

delight in her by dwelling on her value and positively lavishing love upon her not merely 

negatively keeping ourselves from adultery.  The beginning of backsliding is this first step of 

stopping a positive delighting in God and only not doing a lot for Him.  Guarding our hearts 

is not the same as cultivating it.   

 

In closing I would like you to picture your life as a garden.  You have cast seed there over 

this past year, what is bearing fruit?  Are you overrun with weeds from irresponsible 

heartkeeping?  Have you sown seeds that will only bear negative fruit next year?  Have you 

deliberately been cultivating your hearts with a love for God or have you fallen into defence 

mode and have stopped seeking to take the ground?  What do you need to repent of?  What 

is the degree of your backslidden state?  What are you going to do different next year to 

ensure that you do not slowly and silently slide back?  As we go through the carnival of 

Christmas and the invitations to excess will you guard your hearts and cultivate your love for 

God?       

        

 

 

              

 

           

   

 

     


